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Abstract This paper provides a numerioaI approach on achieving the Iimit equilibrium

method for 3D slope stabilitv analysis proposed in the theoreticaI part of the previous

paper．Some programming Iechniques are presented to ensure the maneuverability of the

method．Three examples are introduced to iIlustrate the use of this method The results

are given in detail such as the IocaI factor of safety and Iocal potential sliding direction for

a slope As the method is an extension of 2D Janbu’s generalized procedure of slices

(GPS)，Ihe results obtained bv GPS for the longitudinal sections of a slope are also given

for comparison with the 3D results A practical landslide in Yunyang．the Three Gorges．of

China．js also analyzed by the present method Moreover．the proposed method has lhe

advantages and disadvanta口es Of GPS．The problem frequently encountered i13

calculation process is stilI about the convergency．especially in analyzing lhe stability of a

cutIing corner Some advice on discretization is given to ensure convergence when the

present method is used．However．the problem about convergency st⋯needs to be

further explored based on the rigorous theoreticaI background．

Keywords：slope stability analysis．thf。ee—dimensionalanalysis．1imitequilibrium．

DoI：10．1360／04zze8

1 Introduction

The theorefical formulation for 3D slope stability analysis has been proposed in Part I

of this paper．To realize the method in numerical code，some popular software can be

used for programming in a transparent manner such as SPREADSHEErT_Microsoft Ex—

cel and MATHCAD Tbe geometric shape and characteristics of a slope can also be

graphically displayed in the integrated interface of the built—in program

As the whole calculation procednre for 2D Janbu’method is well known‘l,zt．the alm

will be focused on the calculation of Incal factor of safety and OD the determination of

local sliding direction．Comparison is also conducted between the calculated results of
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2D and 3D analyses．It should be noted that the results from 2D analysis are for longitu-

dinal sections of a slope while the results from 3D analysis are for the individual blocks

or for blocks in the sarue row／column．Obviously，the longitudinat section is between

two adiacent rows／columns．On this point,it is different from the comparison in the ex-

isting fiteratures．such as Chen and Chameau■and Zhang—in which only one 3D’s

factor of safety is given．

2 Interpretation on the assumptions in the present method

Lalll and Fredlund【5】 summarized the knowns and unknowns for solvin2 the

three--dimensional factor of safety by the method proposed in their paper．They con·-

cluded that me number of assumptions needed to be inlroduced is 8mxn if a failure mass

is divided into m rows and n cohimns．In the theoretical part of the paper(Part I)，the

knowns and unknowns in the proposed method are also listed and the assumptions are

described．

To further clarifY this method．the assumptions introduced should be addressed here：1)

the h01izontal shear forces on the sides of the blocks are neglected；21 the acting point of

血e thrust foroe rie．thrust 1ine)on the side of the block is a third of the average height of

the corresponding side；31 the nomaal vector of the bottom surface for each block will be

represented by that of a fitting plane，all the acting points of the forces on the bottom

surface are at the corresponding geometric center；and 4)the boundary forces are known．

The first assumption ensures the thrust forces and shear forces to be solvable and the

moment equilibrium around vertical axis to be satisfied naturally．Assumption 1)has

been tested numerically in refs．『5，61 The second and third assumptions have been

widely used in 2D slope stability analysis Assumption 41 is essential in solving the

Droblem by this method according to the practical boundary．

Moreover,the components of factors of safety《o for blocks are equal if the blocks

are on the same row，and similarly，the components of factors of safety for blocks只。

are equal if the blocks are oft the salne column．This interpretation is different from

conventional definition in most 3D methods in which the whole failure mass is regarded

as an integrated one and each block holds the sarne factor of safety．

3 Programming technique

The programming procedure for this method is the sa／ne as for 2D Janbu’s method

because the third dimension is simultaneously involved in the computing process．The

only exception is that 2D analysis gives one value of the factor of safety but this 3D

analysis method gives a matrix of factors of safety for all the blocks The potential slid-

ing direction(expressed by∥。7，the angle between the direction of the shear force on

bottom plane and the x-axis)for each block is deternfined at the end of the program，

while in ref．[7]the directional angle矿7 is assumed first and involved in the whole
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iterative computing process

3．1 Discretization

The failure mass is discretized with an m×n matrix of blocks covering the projection
of the whole failure mass on x—Y plane．To identify whether there is one of the discretized

blocks ofthefailuremassfallinginthemXnmatrix．one carl setthe element ofthema—

trix to be 1 denoting existence and 0 not．Then every step in the computing process is

controlled by the above setting

As all extension of 2D／anbu’s method，this 3D method possesses the advantages and

disadvantages of GPS。Some convergence aspects on GPS have been discussed by

Chowdhury and Zhang”1．The following aspect should be given attention in discretiza—

tion process：the widtll of the discretized block fie A≯’and Ayl,7)should never be

too small compared with me height of the block．The presentational reason is that the

calculation of the vertical shear force on the lateral side of the block is related to the

width of the block and to the selection of the acting point of thrust force However,the

problem about convergency still needs to be further explored based on the rigorous

theoretical background．

3．2 Geome缸c characteristics

The slip surface of each block may be considered as a plane with two dip angles《
and％I,J(Fig．1)．The normal direction of the slip surface is determined by fitting the

coordinates of four bottom comers of the block according to the principle of minimum

distance Because the slip surface of a block will never be vertical，the equation of the

bottom plane can be assumed as

A5’’z+B“’Y t-z+D‘’’=0． (1)

Then the directional constant of the above equation carl be obtained according to the

fitting criterion，and the normal vector n(n；’，n；’，n：’) of the bottom plane is ex一

0

＼(以7，n；’，”：’)

彭
Fig 1 Fiuing bottom plane
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The dip angles a毫and哦i of the bottom plane al"e also obtained：

《=sin f Ai，， ]
l而看荦J

(5)

％i,j=sin il焉舞J ㈣

Attention should be given to the above two equations in which the dip angles畦i

and 0≮i are negative when the slope is reversely inclined．The angle 0i|between the

two components of the shear force S毫and s／on bottom plane is written as

0“7=cos“[sin(《?)‘sin(d管)】， (7)

Once the factors of safety F。and

F”arc calculated，the potential sliding

direction of the block Can be immediately

determined according to Part I of this pa—

per：

咖肚茜sin旷 ㈣

One cad also express the potential slid—

ing direction by a vector V(咭’，V；7，坨7)

(also see ref．[7])，it is the reverse direction

of the shear force on bottom plane(Fig．2)．

v!，：一sin(O*'J-,B'4)．cos c吃J
“

sin0‘’’

。。：一竺型竺!型～
sin07一，

’

k二=一『-汐
Fig 2 Geometric characterislics

f91

仃01

—sin—(O—．．．—．—ff—'J—)—-si—n—a掣_-+—sin—13—'4—,—sin—aar'／． (11)
sin02’，

4 Examples and application of the proposed method

4．1 A symmetrical problem

Example 1 used in Part I of this paper has been referred in refs．[4，5，9】．To show how
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the proposed method works，the example is still employed here with only simple geo·

logical condition being considered．Figs 3—_4 show the geometric feature of the simple

slope which the slip surface can be expressed as

≤+掣+掣：1， (12)
a‘ b‘ b2

where Y0 and z0 are the centric coordinates of the ellipsoid()，o=36．6 m，Zo=27．4 m)，

口and b the half-length of the elliptic revolution’s axes in the z，Y and z directions(here，

a=46m and b=244m1．

Fig 3 Concave slip surface of slopel Fig 4 Longitudinal sections of slope

18 3

12 2

61

0

Because the simple slope is geometric symmetrical about the neull"al axis，the factors

of safety for the rows in the z—direction are all infinitely 1arge．1meu onlv the factors of

safety for t11e columns calculated by the present method are summarized in table 1 for

the simple slope as well as results obtained by 3D simplified Janbu’s method．The results

using 2D Janbu’s method for the 10ngitudinal sections are also presented for comparison．

These sections are between two columns represented by A．A．B—B，⋯，and so on fFig．31．

The factor of safety for each block can be obtained according to its feature of bosom

plane．Since the factor of s甜色哆in the x—direction is infinitely large in this symmetrical

+ + + +

+ + + ● + +

+ ● + + ● ● + +

+ + + + + + ● + + +

+ + + + + + + + + ●

+ + ● + + + + + + ●

+ + + + + ● + +

+ + + + ● +

+ + + + + +

+ + + +

Fig 5 Sliding direction on x-y plane view

problem，the final factor of safety for each

block is equal to that in the y-direction，as

shown in 1_ble 1．1hble 2 gives the sliding

direction of each block expressed by the

angle口“’in eq．(8)．Fig．5 shows the slid—

ing direction of the blocks at a bird view．

The projecfions of the sliding directions for

the blocks on the z_y plane are all parallel to

the Y—axis．

4．2 Asymmetdcal problem 1。。。。。——Half of a concave plane

In this example(different from the example used in the previous paper)，the top

surface of the slope is still all inclined plane with the dip angle 26．5。．The geometric
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Tablel Comparison offactors of safety calculated by differentmethods

Mem删”删嚣。i-i{笋甓号芋苇等等等争百]r
3DJ 2 126 4 114 2 212 2 046 2．039 2068 2 068 2 039 2046 2 212 4 114

3DS 2 096 3 449 2．088 2 006 2．057 2057 2057 2 057 2 006 2 088 3 449

2DJ 一 3．279 2．152 1．979 I 941 I 934 1 941 1 979 2152 3 279

—一a)3DJ,the present 3D—m——e—th—o—d—；—3—D—S—,—3D——s—im——pl—ifi—e—d—J—a—n—b—u—'m——e—th—o—d—；—2D——J,—2—D——Ja—n—b—u—'s—m——e—lh—o—d—．——————。’————一

Table 2 The directional angle口”

一 一 一 95．0l 91 82 8818 84 99 一 一 一
————106 0 98 03 92 48 87 52 81．97 74 03————

一 107 5 99 84 95 20 91 641 88 36 84 80 80，16 72 49 —

103 3 100 8 96 33 93 40 91 08 88 92 86 60 83 67 79 21 7666

100 5 9618 93 68 91 99 90 63 89 37 88 01 86 32 83 82 79 54

96 35 92 36 91 4l 90 77 90 24 89 76 89 23 88 59 87 64 83 65

— 88 78 89 27 89 60 89 87 9013 90．40 90 73 91 22 一

一 一 87 06 88 41 89 49 90 51 91 59 92 94 一 一

一 87 63 87．07 8907 90 93 92 92 92 37 一

一 一 88 67 89 37 9063 91 32 一

Fig 6 Ellipsoidal slip surface of slope 2 Fig 7 Longitudinal sections of slope2

shape of the failure mass likes a half an ellipsoid，as shown in Figs．6 and 7·The ellip—

soidal slip surface can be expressed as

薯+学+孚乩 ∞，

inwhich Yn=9．6mand zo=31 22m，a，band cthe half-length ofthe ellipsoidaI axesin

the x，Y and z directions respectively(here，a=65 m，b=55．26 m and c=31．22 m)．

The total factor of safety for the simple slope is 2．059．Tablc 3 gives the factors of

safety for the blocks，and Fig．8 shows the contours of the factors of safety Table 4 gives

the sliding angle矿：．and Table 5 transforms ph J to the angle denoting the projection of

sliding direction on血e x-v plane．Fig．9 shows the sliding direction of each block at a

bird view．

4．3 Asymmetrical problem 2‘。。。——a cutting corner

The failure mass in this example is spherical and its top surface is still an inclined
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Fig 8 Contours offactor of safety Fig 9 Slidingdirection oftheblocks

Table 3 Factor of safetyfor each block

———— 129 0 129 2

— 132 2 1 36 7 128 9

135 4 132 7 127 2 1241

134 8 126 0 122 8 120．8

128 6 12l 2 1190 117 6

一 116 4 114 7 113 8

— 1100 1094

—————— 104 3

1164 1100 106 4 103 8 101 6 102 7

1366 125 2 121 0 118．1 115 8 1141

124 5

121 6

1191

116 3

112 8

108 7

103 2

12l 1

119 2

117．2

1i4 8

111 5

107 7

102 6

119 6

118 6

116 9

114 8

111 7

108 0

103 0

93 86

118．4

117 9

116．6

114 6

11l 7

108l

103 2

93 59

117 3

117 3

116 3

114 5

111 6

108 2

103 3

93 56

116 7

1171

116 3

114 6

111 9

108 5

103 7

93 71

— 11 9 5 126l

123 0 119 5 119 2

124 6 11 8 2 117 8 117 7

12l 2 116 4 1161 】16 O

1190 114 3 113 9 113 9

— 111 3 111 1 111 0

一 一 107 7 107 7

一 一 一 103 4

99 68 103 9 106．7 108 5 109 7 llO 3

119 8 118 2 118 3 1184 11 8．5 119 I

118 5 1174 118 0 1184 118 7 119 4

plane(Fig．10)Although the failure mass can be considered to be symmetrical about the

neural axis，it is discretized by taking the mutually perpendicular side as the x—and
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y-axes here in order to show the validity of the method and the correct of the program

code At least．the matrix of the factors of

safety must be symmetrical about the COn—

verse diagonal corresponding to the neural

axis of the slope．But the result for a

similar example is not symmetrical in

Huang’8 paper。’1 in which the factors of

safety Fx and B are not equal．

The failure bottom surface and the top

inclined plane of the slope are expressed

aS

薯+芋+孚乩畔，
z+Y—Z=0， (15)

where aisthe spherical radius．d=5mand Z0=5m．

The total factor of safety of the slope is 2．614．Table 6 gives the factors of safety and

Table 7 gives the sliding directional angle at a bird view．Figs．1 1 and 12 ale contours of

the factors of safety and sliding directions respectively．

Fig 1I Contours offactorof safety

l }

| l ／

f ／ ，

／ ／ ／ 』／

， ／ ／ ／

Fig 12 Sliding direction

Table 6 Factors of safetyforeachblock
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Table’Transforms 8j Jtothe angle byits projecfion onthe x-Y plane

n is shown that this method can be used to analyze various shaped slopes．It also can

be used when water pressure is taken into account．1ike in Part I of this PapeL The per-

fornlance of the present method in the above examples is well except for some special

cases，such as a cutting comer employed in ref．f71 in which the maximum thickness and

the 1ength of the slope are山e same．In this case．t11e height of the discretized block is far

1arger than the width and the calculated resuIt will not converge in the iterative process．

TIlis case should always be avoided in using the present method．

4 4 A practicallandslide of Zhaiba．the 111ree Gorges．China

The following example is a practical landslide located at the new building site of

Zhaiba in Yunyang County,Chongqing．China．1he elevation of the landslide is

29m一355 m above sea level．The fomation of the topographic feature is due to the ret-

rogressive weather action．The main components of the stacked 1ayers are clay,colluvial

gravel，and sandstone．The length and width of the sliding mass are 270 and 85 m re—

specfively with total volume 28×104—30×104mj．The average natnral unit weight ofthe

soil—stone material is K=21 4 kN／m3，and the saturated unit weight is X=22．5 kN／m。．

Fig．13 shows the geological sketch map of the landslide．Fig．14 is one of the geological

sections of the sliding mass．

The total factor of safety calculated by the present method is 1．056．1曲le 8 is the

factors of safety for blocks．Thble 9 is the sliding angle projected on the x-y plane．Fig．
15 shows the contours of factors of safety．Fig．16 illustrates the sliding direction of the

failure mass on a bird view．

Compared wim the main sliding direction of the real landslide．the calculated result is

basically identical with that from geological survey The factor of safety obtained by 2D

GPS is 1．050．The relative flat of slip surface and small slope angle&re the main reasons

for the results from 2D and 3D analyses being close．

5 Concluding remarks

The numerical program is achieved for the theoretical formulation in Part I of this

paper．It is shown that the proposed method performs very well in calculating the factors

of safety and potential sliding directions for every part of a slope．

In the present method，the analysis is conducted for the two perpendicular direc—

tions(coordinate directions)，thus it is certain to give the factor of safety for every

row／column．This makes it possible for the comparison between the results from 2D and
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0

Fig 13 Zhalba landslide in Yunyang

50 100 150 200 250 300“n1

Fig 14．A cross—section ofZhaiba landslide

Fig 15 Contours offactor of safety Fig 16 Calculated sliding direction
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Table 8 Factors of safety for each block

3D analyses for an arbitrary section and its contiguous rows／columns．The comparison is

also conducted between this proposed method and 3D simplified Janbu’s method．It can

be concluded that the proposed method gives larger factor of safety than 2D GPS and 3D

simplified Janbu’s method，in which the 3D simplified Janbu’s method is analyzed by a

similar procedure as the proposed method．

As the horizontal inter-block shear force is assumed to be zero，it is inevitable to af-

feet the accuracy for the calculating results，particularly for the sliding direction．Hence，

the selection of the coordinate system is very important and it is recommended to set one

of the horizontal axes consistent with the practical sliding direction or with potential

sliding direction estimated at the beginning of analysis．

Furthermore，the convergence problem should also be explored in theory
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